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It is crucial to understand the mechanism of amyloid fibril formation for the development of the therapeutic 
ways against amyloidoses and neurodegenerative diseases. Prefibrillar intermediates, which emerge prior to the 
fibril formation, seem to play a key role to the occurrence of nuclei of amyloid fibrils. We have focused on an 
insulin-derived peptide, B chain, to precisely clarify the mechanism of the fibril formation via prefibrillar 
intermediates. Various kinds of methods such as circular dichroism spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering, small-
angle X-ray scattering, and atomic force microscopy were employed to track the structural changes in prefibrillar 
intermediates. The prefibrillar intermediates possessing rod-shaped structures elongated as a function of time, 
which led to fibril formation. We have also found that a blood clotting protein, fibrinogen, inhibits the amyloid 
fibril formation of B chain. This was caused by the stabilization of prefibrillar intermediates and thus the 
suppression of their elongation by fibrinogen. These findings have not only shed light on detailed mechanisms 
about how prefibrillar intermediates convert to the amyloid fibril, but also demonstrated that inhibiting the 
structural development of prefibrillar intermediates is an effective strategy to develop therapeutic ways against 
amyloid-related diseases. This review article is an extended version of the Japanese article, Observing Development 
of Amyloid Prefibrillar Intermediates and their Interaction with Chaperones for Inhibiting the Fibril Formation, 
published in SEIBUTSU BUTSURI Vol. 61, p.236-239 (2021). 
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Introduction 
 

Amyloid fibril is abnormal protein aggregates caused by protein misfolding, which is composed of stacked β-sheet 
structures accumulating on the fibril axis [1]. Deposition of amyloid fibrils in tissues or organs results in various diseases 

Understanding molecular mechanisms about how prefibrillar intermediates, which accumulate prior to the amyloid 
fibril formation, convert to amyloid fibril is crucial for exploring therapeutic ways against amyloid-related diseases. 
We have developed a model system suitable for this purpose using an insulin-derived amyloid-prone peptide and 
fibrinogen as an amyloid inhibitor, in which it was shown that preventing the structural development of prefibrillar 
intermediate is crucial for the inhibition of fibril formation. 

◀ Significance ▶ 
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referred to as amyloidoses [2]. For example, deposition of 
mutated transthyretin amyloids in peripheral nerves, heart, 
kidney, intestine, or eyes causes these tissues’ dysfunction 
(familial amyloidosis). Overexpression of the light chain of 
monoclonal γ-globulin by abnormal marrow plasma cells 
results in the formation of amyloid fibrils and their 
deposition in various organs (systemic amyloidosis). 
Amyloid fibrils are also related to various diseases in the 
central nerve system known as neurodegenerative diseases 
[2]. For example, deposition of amyloid fibrils made of Aβ 
peptide in the senile plaques is related to the onset of 
Alzheimer’s disease. Parkinson’s disease accompanies the 
accumulation of amyloid fibrils made of α-synuclein in the 
Lewy body in neurons. Therefore, understanding the 
mechanism of amyloid fibril formation is crucial for 
designing strategy to prevent and cure these amyloidoses 
and neurodegenerative diseases. 

Detailed structural information of the amyloid fibrils is now available due to the recent gigantic progress in the cryogenic 
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) [3,4]. The structural details in the atomic resolution are useful to understand how amyloid 
fibrils are stabilized, and also the reason why various fibril forms are generated from one amino-acid sequence 
(polymorphorism). However, in the viewpoint of combatting the amyloid-related diseases, it would be too late to treat 
after amyloid fibrils appear, because the symptoms would already be progressing. Therefore, preventing the formation of 
amyloid fibrils prior to their maturation and accumulation must be requisite for the treatment of the diseases. 

As shown in Figure 1, it has been proposed that the onset of amyloid formation requires the formation of a nucleus 
which works as a template of the fibril elongation [4]. Copying the structure of the nucleus continuously occurs upon the 
association of monomers with the nucleus, leading to the elongation of the fibril structure. Understanding how the nucleus 
is formed is a key to clarification of the mechanism of amyloid fibril formation. Two different mechanisms of the nucleus 
formation are so far proposed (Figure 2) [5,6]. One is the nucleation-growth (NG) model (Figure 2, top). In this model, 
monomeric polypep tide chains interact with each other with searching a fibril conformation. However, fibril structure 
cannot be stabilized due to inadequate interactions unless it grows to a certain size. In the middle way of the size growth, 
there is a state where the free energy becomes highest. This highest energy state is defined as a nucleus, which is difficult 
to be observed. The nucleus can be both monomeric or aggregates of monomers. Further association of monomers results 
in lowering the free energy.  On the other hand, in the nucleus conformational conversion (NCC) model, stable oligomers, 
or prefibrillar intermediates, are first formed, followed with a conversion to nuclei (Figure 2, bottom). Similar to the case 
of NG model, decrease in the free energy is achieved by structural changes around nuclei. In this case, the nucleation 
would not require as much activation energy as that in the NG model, because the prefibrillar intermediates could work 
to stabilize the nucleus. Although these NG and NCC models are distinguished from each other as different mechanisms, 
both of them would exist in parallel in a realistic case.  

However, the NCC model would be dominant in a situation 
where the concentration of amyloid-prone proteins or peptides 
is high, because the formation of oligomeric prefibrillar 
intermediates is caused by intermolecular interactions. For 
example, it is known that patients with Down syndrome, 
which originates from trisomy 21 (3 copies of the 
chromosome 21 instead of 2 copies), possess much higher risk 
to contract Alzheimer’s disease [7]. In this case, the causative 
gene for the protein related to Alzheimer’s disease (amyloid 
precursor protein) also exists in chromosome 21 and thus 
results in producing higher concentration of Aβ peptide than 
usual [8]. In this regard, preventing the formation of the 
prefibrillar intermediates or their conversion to amyloid fibrils 
is a reasonable strategy to cure amyloid-related diseases. 

Moreover, physiological conditions such as pH and salt 
concentration are also important factors to determine which 
pathway is dominant. If the value of pH is close to an 
isoelectric point of a protein, it becomes easy to form 
oligomers because of weak electric repulsion among 

Figure 1  A schematic picture of the amyloid fibril 
formation. The nucleus which is formed by the unfolded 
proteins plays a role as a template for the fibril elongation 
by recruiting monomeric proteins. 

Figure 2  Schematic descriptions of NG and NCC 
models. In each model, free energy level is shown by 
a line. β-sheet structures are written by blue. See detail 
in the text. 
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monomers. Moreover, high salt concentration also reduces the 
electric repulsion, resulting in favoring the NCC model. 
Actually, it was reported that formation of prefibrillar 
intermediates were induced in a high salt-concentration 
condition [9]. Therefore, which model, NG or NGG, is favored 
would depend on these factors in the realistic case. 

Though a large number of researches have been performed to 
understand how prefibrillar intermediates convert to amyloid 
fibrils, an underlying molecular mechanism is not fully 
understood yet [10-13]. According to literature, two factors 
seem to be requisite for propelling researches related to 
prefibrillar intermediates; ease to obtain an amyloid-prone 
protein, and efficient accumulation of its prefibrillar 
intermediates. Further, it would be desirable if any amyloid 
inhibitors against the protein is found, so that we can also learn 
how to prevent the amyloid fibril formation by targeting 
prefibrillar intermediates. 
 
Established Model System; Insulin B chain and Fibrinogen 
 

With this background, we have found a model case of 
prefibrillar intermediates converting to the amyloid fibrils in an 
insulin-derived peptide, insulin B chain. Insulin is composed of 
A chain and B chain, which are covalently connected by two 
disulfide bonds (Figure 3A) [14]. B chain can be easily 
obtained by cleaving the disulfide bonds using reducing 
reagents such as dithiothreitol (Figure 3B). Insulin amyloid 
fibrils are responsible for the occurrence of an “insulin ball”, 
which accumulates in a subcutaneous tissue where insulin is 
continuously injected for the treatment of diabetes [15]. Some 
researches mentioned the possibility that B chain also 
participates in this syndrome [16,17]. B chain is composed of 
30 amino acids, and the isoelectric point of the polypeptide is around 7.8. Another advantage of the system is that large 
amount of prefibrillar intermediates accumulates prior to the amyloid fibril formation [18]. Furthermore, we have found 
that the fibril formation is inhibited by a blood clotting protein, fibrinogen (Fg) [19]. These features are suitable for the 
investigation of the mechanisms of the formation and inhibition of amyloid fibrils occurring via prefibrillar intermediates. 
In this review article, we overview the structural properties of the prefibrillar intermediates and their complex with Fg, 
and give perspective how these systems is applicable for the treatments of the amyloid-related diseases. 
 
Accumulation of Prefibrillar Intermediates in Insulin B chain 
 

B chain possesses a monomeric random-coil structure in 10 mM NaOH solution. However, if the value of pH gets closer 
to its isoelectric point (pH ~7.8), aggregation easily occurs due to the reduction of the electrostatic repulsion. Using this 
property, the fibril formation reaction was initiated by the pH jump from ~11 to 8.7 (Figure 3C) [18]. To accelerate 
amyloid fibril formation, the sample was shaken at 1,200 rpm, which we call an agitated condition (Figure 4A). In this 
condition, fibril formation, monitored by thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence, completed within two hours (Figure 4A, black 
points). The formation curve seems to be a typical sigmoidal curve observed in a standard amyloid fibril formation. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed the formation of amyloid fibrils (Figure 4B, left). However, a slight increase in 
ThT intensity was observed in the early stage, indicative of the accumulation of prefibrillar intermediates (Figure 4A, 
inset). The structural development in this early time stage was investigated in a quiescent condition, in which no agitation 
was applied to the sample (Figure 4A, red points). As expected, the period of accumulation of prefibrillar intermediates 
prolonged at least up to a day. Furthermore, a large number of particles were observed by AFM (Figure 4B, right). The 
circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the prefibrillar intermediates shifted to the direction where secondary structure were 
formed (Figure 4C). In the time course, a bi-exponential behavior was observed where the first quick change occurred 
with a time constant of ~20 min, followed by a slow change whose time constant was ~500 min (Figure 4E). A time 
course of the molecular size was also monitored by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure 4D). The hydrodynamic 
diameter, Dh, increased as a function of time. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic diameter increased in a bi-exponential 

Figure 3  Property of insulin B chain. (A) The amino 
acid sequences of insulin A chain and B chain. The 
disulfide bonds are shown by the yellow lines. Two of 
the three disulfide bonds connect the two chains. (B) 
The purification process of B chain (blue) from A 
chain (red). Reduction of the disulfide bonds (yellow) 
by dithiothreitol (DTT) causes B chain precipitation 
while A chain remaining in solution at pH 8.7. The 
precipitated B chain is washed by water and dissolved 
in 10 mM NaOH. (C) Monomeric B chain in NaOH 
solution self-associates upon jumping pH values to 
lower one such as 8.7. 
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manner with similar time constants to those obtained by CD. The hydrodynamic diameters of the first and second species 
were ~60 and ~130 nm, respectively (Figure 4E). We thus defined these two species as the first and second prefibrillar 
intermediates (Figure 4E). Solution-state NMR measurements revealed that ~60 % of B chain participated in the 
formation of the prefibrillar intermediates in this condition, which represents that this system is suitable to investigate the 
characteristics of the prefibrillar intermediates [18]. 
 
Prefibrillar Intermediates Responsible for the Amyloid Fibril Formation 
 

Declaring which prefibrillar intermediates are related to the amyloid fibril formation is crucial to understand the pathway 
of amyloid fibril formation. In literature, there are several novel methods to scrutinize the pathway where prefibrillar 
intermediates undergo the transformation to amyloid fibrils, such as solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance [20] or 
electron spin resonance [21], however, these methods require delicate sample preparations and analyses. Instead, we 
developed a way to use ultrasonic wave with referring to a literature where a continuous irradiation of ultrasonic wave 
accelerated an amyloid fibril formation [22]. A one-second ultrasonic wave pulse was applied at several time points (0 
min, 30 min, 120 min, 253 min, and 420 min) in the middle way of the structural development of the prefibrillar 
intermediates, and structural change was traced by CD spectra (Figure 5). Immediately after the reaction started (0 min), 
no prefibrillar intermediate existed in the system. At 30 min, the formation reaction of the first prefibrillar intermediate 
was significantly progressed whereas almost no second prefibrillar intermediate existed. At 120 min and thereafter, the 
amount of the second prefibrillar intermediate was approximately proportional to the increase in time. 

As a result, the amyloid fibril formation was induced when the second prefibrillar intermediate existed (Figure 5A). 
Furthermore, the speed of the formation was proportional to the amount of the second prefibrillar intermediates (Figure 
5B). On the other hand, no fibril formation was confirmed when the first prefibrillar intermediate only existed, i.e. until 
30 min of the reaction (Figure 5B). These results clearly demonstrated that the second prefibrillar intermediate and not 
the first one is responsible for the amyloid fibril formation (Figure 5C). Whereas, the first prefibrillar intermediate was 
assumed to be a mandatory one necessary for the formation of the second prefibrillar intermediate based on the fact that 
the size development was smooth between these two species (Figure 4E and 5C). 

Figure 4  Amyloid fibril formation and accumulation of the prefibrillar intermediates of B chain in the agitated and 
quiescent conditions, respectively, at the concentration of 1.4 mg/ml. (A) Time-dependence of ThT fluorescent intensity 
in the agitated and quiescent conditions. In the agitated condition where the sample tube is rotated at 1,200 rpm, the 
amyloid fibril formation is stimulated. On the contrary, in the quiescent condition where no rotation is applied to the 
sample tube, prefibrillar intermediates accumulate. Schematic pictures describing these two situations are drawn along 
with the data. The inset shows the plots in the early time stage. Prior to the fibril formation, a slight increase due to 
formation of prefibrillar intermediate is observed in the early time stage. (B) AFM images of amyloid fibrils observed in 
the agitated condition (left) and particles confirmed at 60 min in the quiescent condition (right), respectively. The scale 
bars indicate 2 μm. (C) Time-course of CD spectra in the quiescent condition. The spectrum in 10 mM NaOH is also 
shown. (D) Time-course of the hydrodynamic diameter in the quiescent condition obtained by DLS. (E) Time-
dependences of the theta value at 216 nm in the CD spectra and the hydrodynamic diameter obtained from DLS. The 
solid lines represent fitting curves obtained by regression analyses. The graphs were constructed based on the results 
reported in [18]. 
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Finding Amyloid Inhibitor Among Natural Proteins 
 

Based on the finding above, suppressing the structural development of the prefibrillar intermediates could be a plausible 
strategy to inhibit the amyloid fibril formation. Molecular agents which specifically bind to monomers to inhibit formation 
of the prefibrillar intermediates is one possible way to execute it, though it might take so much time to find such specific 
molecules. Another strategy is targeting the prefibrillar intermediates themselves. This would rather be easier to execute 
by using a large molecule which can interact with the prefibrillar intermediates by taking advantage of their large surface. 
Natural proteins could be appropriate candidates in the latter case because of their large molecular size. Actually, there 
have been lots of intracellular molecular chaperones known to work to prevent protein misfolding and aggregation [23,24]. 
Furthermore, extracellular proteins such as clasterin, α2-macroglobuin, and haptoglobin can also possess chaperone-like 
activities [25]. Among them, we focused on a recent result reporting that Fg suppressed protein thermal aggregation and 
also inhibited an amyloid fibril formation [26,27]. 

Fg is a blood coagulation factor I participating in blood coagulation reaction, and the third most populated protein in 
plasma next to albumin and γ-globulin [28]. Its molecular weight is ~340 kDa, and the shape is a rod-like structure (Figure 
6A) [29]. We have found that Fg can inhibit the amyloid fibril formation of B chain [19]. As shown in Figure 6B, Fg 
obviously inhibited the amyloid fibril formation in a concentration-dependent manner. The inhibition degree, evaluated 
by the ThT intensity after reaching equilibrium, was clearly Fg-concentration dependent (Figure 6C). To scrutinize the 
relationship between the inhibition and the extent of the interaction of Fg with prefibrillar intermediates, the concentration 
of Fg-bound prefibrillar intermediates at each Fg concentration was calculated using solution NMR. Fg signals completely 
overlapped with those of monomeric B chain, whereas signals in a histidine residue of B chain monomer was separable 
(Figure 6E). Thus, in the experiment, we focused on the signals originated from monomeric B chain. We took advantage 
of a property of the prefibrillar intermediates to dissociate to monomers upon dilution (Figure 6D, left). On the contrary, 
in the Fg-bound state, the prefibrillar intermediates become resistant to the dissociation (Figure 6D, right). In solution 
NMR, the dissociated or intrinsically-existing monomers can only be observed. In addition to this, it was confirmed that 
Fg did not bind to the monomer. Therefore, by monitoring signal intensities after the dilution, the concentration of Fg-
bound prefibrillar intermediates can be estimated. The NMR spectra after dilution at various Fg concentrations are shown 
in Figure 6E. A peak originated from a histidine ε proton (indicated by the arrow in Figure 6E) did not overlap with Fg 
signals, and thus was used for the analysis. The signal intensity deceased as a function of Fg concentration, representing 
that Fg apparently binds to the prefibrillar intermediates (Figure 6C). Furthermore, the decrease in intensity correlated 
with the degree of fibril formation inhibition (Figure 6C). This clearly represented that the binding of Fg with the 
prefibrillar intermediates is crucial for the inhibition. The dissociation constant was estimated by analyzing the 
concentration dependence, resulting in a sub-μM value (Figure 6C), indicating that the interaction is strong. In addition 
to this, CD spectra, DLS and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) also supported this direct interaction of Fg with the 
prefibrillar intermediates [19]. In the estimation of the affinity coefficient, we assumed that both of the first and second 
prefibrillar intermediates participated in the formation of the complex with Fg at a same magnitude of affinity [19]. 

To obtain insight into molecular shapes of prefibrillar intermediates and their complex with Fg, small-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) was performed. By analyzing the SAXS intensity as a function of the absolute value of the scattering 

Figure 5  Induction of the amyloid fibril formation from 
prefibrillar intermediates upon applying an ultrasonic 
wave pulse (1 sec) at 1.4 mg/ml B chain in the quiescent 
condition. (A) An example of the ultrasonic treatment 
applied at 120 min in the time course of the structural 
development of prefibrillar intermediates monitored by 
CD spectra. The time-dependent change is indicated by 
arrows. A schematic picture of the ultrasonic treatment on 
the sample is shown in the figure. (B) The relationship 
between the amount of the first or the second prefibrillar 
intermediate and the elongation speed of amyloid fibrils 
after the ultrasonic wave pulse is applied. The horizontal 
axis, which is the theta values proportional to the amount 
of the first or second prefibrillar intermediate, increases 
as it goes to the right. (C) A schematic drawing of the 
fibril formation pathway proposed by the ultrasonic 
treatment experiment. The graphs were constructed based 
on the results reported in [18]. 
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vector, q, molecular shapes can be estimated. The analysis was performed with the following equation; 
 

log 𝐼𝐼(𝑞𝑞) = log 𝐼𝐼(0) + 𝑎𝑎 ∙ log (𝑞𝑞)          (1) 
 
where I(q) and a represent the scattering intensity at q and the slope of the log-log plot, respectively. It is known that the 
slope of a rod-like structure is ~-1 [30]. As shown in Figure 7A, the slope of Fg was ~-1, consistent with the fact that the 
structure is approximately rod- shaped (Figure 6A). Interestingly, the slopes of the prefibrillar intermediates and also their 
complex with Fg were also close to -1 (Figure 7A), representing that they also possess rod-like structures. In this case, 
the base diameter of a rod, Dp, can be calculated using the cross-section plot. The plot is generated by multiplying q to 
the both axes of the log-log plot so that the dimension of the length disappears. Dp can be evaluated fitting the following 
equation to the plot (Figure 7B); 
 

log{𝐼𝐼(𝑞𝑞) ∙ 𝑞𝑞} = 𝐴𝐴 − 𝐷𝐷p2

16
𝑞𝑞2          (2) 

 
where A represents an intercept. The obtained Dp of Fg was ~5 nm, which was consistent with its crystal structure (Figure 
6A). Dp of the prefibrillar intermediates was ~7 nm in average, and the value increased to ~14 nm upon the formation of 
the complex with Fg (Figure 7B and C). Based on these results, we proposed that seven Fg molecules surround the 
circumference of rod-like prefibrillar intermediates in parallel to their axes, which comprises one complex unit (Figure 
7C). The molecular ratio of B chain:Fg calculated from this model was consistent with that obtained by the NMR analysis 
(B chain:Fg ~30:1), and thus validity of the model was confirmed [19]. Taken these results together, it was concluded 
that the interaction of Fg plays a role to stabilize the prefibrillar intermediates and also to suppress the amyloid fibril 
formation. 

Figure 6  Inhibition of the amyloid fibril formation by 
Fg at 1.4 mg/ml B chain. (A) The X-ray crystal structure 
of Fg described by the VDW surface. The ribbon model 
of the secondary structures is also overlaid with the 
surface mode. The size of an approximated rod-like 
structure is also shown. (B) Fg concentration dependency 
of the amyloid fibril formation in the agitated condition 
monitored by ThT fluorescence. (C) Fg concentration 
dependence of the ThT intensity at 210 min in panel A. 
A NMR peak area of B chain analyzed in panel E is also 
plotted. The value indicates the amount of Fg-unbound 
prefibrillar intermediates or monomers which 
intrinsically existed in the system. See detail in the text. 
The dash line represents a fitting curve obtained by a 
regression analysis using a model function to obtain the 
dissociation constant. (D) Schematic drawing of how to 
detect the monomeric B chain by solution NMR. In the 
Fg-unbound state, the prefibrillar intermediates easily 
dissociate into monomers upon dilution. On the other 
hand, the dissociation is hard to occur in the Fg-bound 
state (Fg is shown by the orange rod). In both cases, 
monomers and not prefibrillar intermediates are only 
visible by solution NMR. Using this property, the 
concentration of Fg-bound prefibrillar intermediates can 
be obtained. The detailed description is written in the 
text. (E) NMR spectra of B chain in the presence of Fg at 
various concentrations. B chain and Fg were incubated 
for 2 hours in the quiescent condition, diluted by 4-fold, 
and the NMR spectra were obtained. The arrow indicates 
the signal of a histidine ε proton, which could be 
separated from Fg signals by a spectral deconvolution 
and thus was used for the analysis. The graphs were 
constructed based on the results reported in [18]. 
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Attempt was paid to acquire images of the prefibrillar intermediates and the complex with Fg using AFM to support the 
result of SAXS. However, small particles, and not rod-like structures as expected by the SAXS analysis, had only been 
observed (Figure 4B, bottom) [18,19]. It seemed that this is due to the nature of prefibrillar intermediates easily 
dissociating into monomers upon dilution, which would occur during washing mica substrates in the AFM sample 
preparation process. We thus performed TEM measurement in which samples adsorbed on a thin carbon film is fixed by 
using dyes such as uranyl acetate. As a result, prefibrillar intermediates, possessing long wavy structures were clearly 
observed [31]. Furthermore, suppression of the elongation of prefibrillar intermediates and inhibition of the amyloid fibril 
formation by Fg was also clearly confirmed by TEM [31]. 
 
Proposed Scheme and Its Generality in the Amyloid Study 
 

The overall picture of the structural development of B chain prefibrillar intermediates and its inhibition by Fg is shown 
in Figure 8. At least two kinds of intermediates, i.e. the first and second prefibrillar intermediates exist, which possess 
rod-like structures. The second prefibrillar intermediate, which is longer than the first one, is the species responsible for 
the amyloid fibril formation. As indicated in the latest study, a nucleus forms from in the second prefibrillar intermediate. 
The prefibrillar structure could propagate so that amyloid fibrils are formed [31]. Fg binds on the circumference of the 
prefibrillar intermediates, and suppresses the amyloid fibril formation. Structural stabilization of the prefibrillar 
intermediates by Fg inhibits further elongation of the prefibrillar intermediate, which could be responsible for the 
inhibition of amyloid fibril formation. In addition to this, Fg may also contribute to hindrance of monomer attachments 
to prefibrillar intermediates. 

As mentioned above, we demonstrated that the filamentous intermediates of insulin B chain are responsible for the 
amyloid fibril formation. Then, how general it would be? Actually, there have been several reports showing that the 
elongation of such structures plays a key role for amyloid fibril formation. For example, an insulin helical hexamer formed 
in a b eads-on-string manner constructs protofilaments that could finally change to amyloid fibrils [32]. It was suggested 
that this hexamer was a building block for the amyloid fibril formation. In a case of glucagon, the diameter and length of 
the intermediates developed as a function of time, which finally led to the formation of matured amyloid fibrils [33]. It 
was concluded that the intermediates are on-pathway species that easily convert to mature amyloid fibrils. Taken together, 
formation of these rod-shaped prefibrillar intermediates would work as a reaction field where the nucleation and following 
propagation efficiently occurs. 
 
Conclusions and Perspectives 
 

As we reviewed here, prefibrillar intermediates easily occur when protein concentration is high enough to promote 
intermolecular interactions under appropriate reaction conditions. Thus, prefibrillar intermediates would play a main role 
to facilitate amyloid fibril formation if the protein concentration is intrinsically high (e.g. light chain of γ-globulin 
produced by abnormal marrow plasma cells), or its localization occurs for some reasons (e.g. insulin in insulin balls). In 
this situation, suppressing interconversion from prefibrillar intermediates to amyloid fibrils is requisite to prevent 

Figure 7  SAXS analyses and the resultant molecular 
models of prefibrillar intermediates and their complex 
with Fg. (A) The log-log plot of the scattering intensity 
as a function of q. The slopes represent the fitting curves 
obtained by the regression analysis using eq (1). The 
fitting region should satisfy with the condition, 1/L < q 
< 1/Dp nm-1 (L represents the length of the rod-like 
structure, which was also estimated from the SAXS 
analysis in literature (ref [19]). Examples of integer 
slopes are also shown in inset. (B) The cross-section plot 
for the analysis of the base diameter. The lines represent 
the fitting curves obtained by the regression analysis 
using eq (2). The fitting region should satisfy with the 
condition, Dp·q < 3.7. (C) Molecular shapes of a 
prefibrillar intermediate and its complex with Fg 
obtained by the SAXS analyses. Each species possesses 
a rod-shaped structure. The base diameter obtained from 
the cross-section plot is shown on each species. 
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amyloid-related diseases. Using Fg, we have here shown 
that it is not so difficult to achieve the mission. Interestingly, 
the physiological concentration of Fg in blood (2-6 mg/ml) 
is in the same order as that used to efficiently suppress the 
B chain amyloid fibril formation in our study. Therefore, 
inhibition of the fibril formation by such extracellular 
proteins would actually be occurring constantly in our body, 
which might work as an “innate immune system” to prevent 
amyloid-related diseases. Recent finding, another non-
chaperone extracellular proteins inhibiting amyloid fibril 
formation, also strengthens this idea [34]. 

In addition to danger which is brought by amyloid fibril 
formation, cell toxicity of prefibrillar intermediates is also 
another concern. For example, it has been said that Aβ 
oligomers, which emerge prior to the amyloid fibril 
formation are more cytotoxic than amyloid fibrils [5]. 
Therefore, suppressing its toxicity has to be taken into 
consideration for the therapeutic ways. We have 
preliminary found that Fg not only inhibits the amyloid 
fibril formation of Aβ, but also suppresses the cytotoxicity 
of Aβ oligomers which accumulate prior to the fibril 
formation (manuscript to be submitted). This result shows 
that amyloid inhibitors could also be used as efficient 
reducers of cytotoxicity of prefibrillar intermediates. In this 
viewpoint, naturally-occurring chaperone-like proteins such as Fg are good candidates for the therapeutic methods in the 
sense that few side effects are expected to be caused. Exploring new potential usages of the molecular chaperones will 
accelerate the development of efficient therapeutic agents against amyloid-related diseases. 
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